The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 


Quentin Cooper : Hello,dim the lights please.
(Kettle drum roll and fanfare plays) 
Today in a sensation Material World give away,we've not one,not two,but seven chances to win a fortune,and all you have to do is provide the correct answer to one simple question,well,one hard question,well solve one of the seven most notorious unsolved problems in mathematics.
(Music suddenly halts) 
Tricky,yes,but worth it because of a $1,000,000 price tag which has recently been slapped on each of the magnificent seven.We'll find out why they're worth it and see if solving them is really so hard,after we've had a dose of salts. [Section on salts omitted] Exactly 100 years ago the brilliant German mathematician David Hilbert [See refer.html@fortunecity] had a problem,or to be accurate he had 23 problems.At a lecture in Paris,he listed what he judged to be the 23 most significant unsolved mathematical theorems, hypotheses and conjectures.By presenting them as a set,subsequently but unsurprisingly known as "The Hilbert problems",he knew that the finest mathematicians would race to solve them,and to add extra spice or perhaps I should say extra salt,he set a time limit,a century,ie the year 2000,ie round about now. Down the decades many of the apparently insoluble items on the original list have been worked out,but meantime mathematicians have run into some brand new brain bogglers,and so Boston businessman Landon Clay has marked the centenary of Hilbert's challenge by coming up with a fresh task list covering the seven biggest unsolved problems in mathematics today,with the extra incentive of $1,000,000 for each problem that's solved,the race is on. With me are Sir Michael Atea,Honorary Professor in the Dept of Mathematics at Edinburgh University,and Dr Marcus De Sotoi,Royal Society University Research Fellow in Pure Maths at Cambridge University. Er...we've got about 12 minutes,so between us we should be able to get a couple of these solved! (Laughter) But Sir Michael,like David Hilbert 100 years ago,you chose Paris to announce these seven millennial problems, as they're being called and the million dollar maths millennial prize is for whoever solves them,you know,just as the rest of us argue belatedly about what the correct England line up should be for Euro 2000,presumably mathematicians disagree about what the most significant unsolved problems are? 

Michael Atea : Yes,I think these seven problems are a little different from Hilbert's problems, because they...first of all they're only seven [It's good to know our mathematicians can count and observe the obvious! -LB].Second a million dollars is being offered for each solution,and that means that they've got to be very well defined problems.Some of Hilbert's problems were rather open-ended,and these ones have been picked out,because they are important and clear cut,and therefore you know when somebody's solved them or not. 

Quentin Cooper : Marcus De Sotoi,I mean in theory anyone can have a go,but in practice who will? 

Marcus De Sotoi : Yeah I think this is really aimed at professional mathematicians and brave one's at that. 

Quentin Cooper : But won't professional mathematicians have already tried to address the key problems on this list already? 

Marcus De Sotoi : Yes,many of them are actually quite frightened by this list of problems,so I think the real difference between Hilbert's problems and these are....I think Hilbert's,quite a lot of them were genuinely new problems and really set new sights for mathematicians of the last century,whilst these are real old chestnuts,and real hard one's at that. 

Quentin Cooper : Both you and Sir Michael have made it very clear that it's very different from the original Hilbert problems,so there's no common ground here, there's no problems on this list that were on the original? 

Marcus De Sotoi : Well there is one problem,the eighth on Hilbert's list is the one that actually survived the hundred years and is now on the current list of seven and it was the one that was most close to Hilbert's heart,the Riemann Hypothesis [see refer.html "Riemann,Bernard" @xoom -LB],he said,if he were to wake after a thousand years his firs question would be,"Has the Riemann Hypothesis been solved yet?". 

Quentin Cooper : Right,and the answer is of course "Well,it's only about.... 

Marcus De Sotoi : After a hundred it hasn' t been solved so... 

Quentin Cooper : It's only I think about 55 years death,but we're still....and what is the Riemann Hypothesis? 

Marcus De Sotoi : Well,I think of the seven,it really is the "Everest" of the seven problems. 

Quentin Cooper : Except of course Everest has been scaled! 

Marcus De Sotoi : (laughs) It runs really to the heart of mathematics,it's about prime numbers.Prime numbers are those indivisible numbers like 7 and 13, [It's a bit odd that the number of problems chosen by Hilbert was 23 and this time there are 7,and the only problem to make it from the 23 to the seven is one about prime numbers,and both 23 and 7 are prime -LB] and they're really the atoms of arithmetic,like every chemical compound can be built out of... like salt can be built from Sodium and Chlorine,every other number.... 

Quentin Cooper : Nice link! 

Marcus De Sotoi : ..every other number....every number can be built out of multiplying prime numbers together. [A related conjecture "The Goldbach conjecture" asks whether all numbers can be formed from the sum of two primes -LB] Now we have a list of all the atoms that we build chemical compounds from,the periodic table,but the primes are much more elusive,and in fact the Greeks 2000 years ago proved that there an infinite number of them. Now mathematicians love looking for patterns,but the primes seem to offer the ultimate tease,because when you look at a list of them,there really seem to be no patterns there at all,and Riemann is trying to capture that fact,that actually,for as long as you look,you're never going to find any patterns,that they really have this random character that we seem to recognise.Now I think that Riemann's great contribution was to show this randomness,what you had to so was to move the problem into a completely different area,and show the very orderly nature of something in another area of mathematics. 

Quentin Cooper : Right? 

Marcus De Sotoi : What Riemann did,was to build a landscape using something which later became the Riemann Zeta function,and he said....he noticed that this landscape,at every grid reference the height of the landscape is determined by some calculation using the primes.Whenever this landscape is at sea level,these points at sea level seem to line up in a straight line,and Riemann's great insight was that if you could prove that all the points at sea level were in a straight line,this would actually imply the random character of prime numbers. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay well,I can see it's going to be tricky to get my head round all seven of these in this amount of time,but I'm going to have to give it a go.Sir Michael you're particularly interested in problems related to topology [See certain.html and Mathematical Recreations @xoom -LB] and geometry,and I think there are several on the list.First of all "The Poincaré conjecture" [See refer,html "Poincare,Henri" -LB]. 

Michael Atea : Yes,well Henri Poincaré was the other great mathematician at the time of Hilbert,and he came across this problem about 3 dimensional geometry or really topology.Now topology is that branch of geometry where you don't concern yourself much with distances and where if you can stretch and pull something into a different shape that counts as admissible,so long as you don't tear it apart.Now to understand the "3 dimensional Poincaré conjecture" as it's called,it's helpful to think about the 2 dimensional analogue.If you think of a surface of a sphere,that's something which we understand geometrically and you can think of a sphere and an ellipsoid and push them around,they're almost the same topologically.Now when the explorers were investigating the surface of the Earth,well first of all going out West and eventually coming round,they discovered of course that the Earth was not flat,it was round,and now we know it is a sphere,but of course it could have been different.It could have been that when you made a polar exploration,you discovered that all the way from the North pole to the South pole there was a gigantic tunnel. 

Quentin Cooper : In fact there are lots of myths and folklore about this very idea! 

Michael Atea : That's right,so the world...Earth could have been much more complicated than it was but eventually we discovered that it is essentially spherical.Now if you imagine going into the universe,3 dimensional universe,we don't know what it behaves like,when you go very far out in a space ship.It could be that when you go round you come back again [See front10.rtf @xoom -LB],just like the early explorers of the Earth,in which case you might think it was round,but it could have extra holes in it,we don't know.But the Poincaré conjecture says that if there are only.....there are no holes,it says there's no way...no two ways of going round the universe,so to speak,then it has to be a 3 dimensional sphere.In 2 dimensions that's the theorem,in 3 dimensions it's the Poincaré conjecture.So it's saying somehow,that if ..that...if there are no holes of any kind,then the space has to be as simple as you can imagine,it has to be a sphere.It's a very basic difficult and fundamental problem.It's been around for 100 years,and many famous mathematicians have tried to solve it.Many have made mistakes and thought they had solved it,but any number of people who worked on it,and it still seemed to be elusive. 

Quentin Cooper : I suppose that's the common ground between these seven is that they've got to be both unsolved,and they've also got to be basic.There's no point in having something that's unsolved and abstruse,it's got to have some relevance,some use it it's solved. [Fermat's Last Theorem could hardly be said to be "useful".I'd like to know if this was one of the original 23 -LB] 

Michael Atea : Yes and also,they've got to be one's which have sort of eluded a lot of famous mathematicians,to show that they are hard,and both of these have done so.But what's also important about all problems of this kind is that search to try to solve the problem should generate a lot of interesting mathematics in its own right. [That's how "Fermat's Last Theorem was "useful" -LB] And that's happened with the Riemann Hypothesis,it happened with the Poincaré conjecture,and many others.Trying to solve these problems,even if you fail,can turn out to be very productive in terms of the ideas it generates,and the new insights.In fact,some people say that it's best a problem should be left unsolved,because the longer it's unsolved,the more you've got to work,and the more things you turn up in the meantime. 

Quentin Cooper : I was going to say,because I mean I think one of the other items on the list is called the...is the "Yang-Mills theory",and without going into too many details,but this is something pretty much taken for granted by physicists,even though it's not proved,so what does it matter about proving it? 

Michael Atea : Well, the Yang-Mills equations are to do with the fundamentals of physical laws of matter,and physicists believe they understand the forces which are involved in the structure of the nucleus,they know...they think they know the equations,but trying to work out from those equations what actually happens is an extraordinarily difficult task because it's to do with Quantum Theory [See qphil.html @xoom -LB] and so on.And so the task of trying to establish that theory properly and deduce from it in a precise way what is expected to happen,is important.It's important both for physicists,and for mathematicians who want to find foundations for physics. 

Quentin Cooper : Marcus De Sotoi,we really haven't got to go into all of these in every detail,but I mean one of the one's that is on the list is....I think it's known as the "Birch and Swinnet and Dire" (sp ??) conjecture,and it's to do with elliptical curves,which I think if my memory serves is also what Fermat's Last Theorem was to do with [It was -LB] which of course was the one that was headline news when it was solved a few years ago by Andrew Wiles [See certain.html and natsums.html @ xoom and also http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/numbers.html -LB] 

Marcus De Sotoi : That's right. 

Quentin Cooper : Now so is this one we can look at and think "Mmm,there's a more than average chance that this one that might be cracked first"? 

Marcus De Sotoi : I would actually put my money on this as the one that will go first, [Perhaps Andrew Wiles mathematics,produced in solving Fermat,will be used to crack it -LB] because we seem to be really getting to a stage when we know a lot more about elliptic curves.I mean this one has still... it has a similar flavour to Fermat. Fermat said "You haven't got any solutions to a particular equation",this one is about a different sort of equation,elliptic curves and these are much more exotic.They sometimes have an infinite number of solutions and sometimes finite [The reason for this is given in Simon Singh's book,if memory serves it depends on modular arithmetic -LB].The "Birch and Swinnet and Dire" conjecture tells you a way,given an elliptic curve,whether there are an infinite number of solutions or a finite number.And again it's this secret of Riemann's about building a landscape.In this landscape there's one place you have to look,and if it's at sea level,there are an infinite number,and if it's not there are a finite number. 

Quentin Cooper : And what will it mean if we do,oh we,I say "we",I'm not going to be there! But if someone solves this problem? 

Marcus De Sotoi : Well,this particular problem,there are two repercussions,I guess,one is you'll prove a very ancient problem from the Greeks called the "congruent number problem" which is about what numbers can be realised as areas of right angle triangles where the sides are all whole numbers or you're allowed fractions as well. 

Quentin Cooper : But in the dread....I'm going to use the "practical" word here. 

Marcus De Sotoi : Okay the practical one,this ....elliptic curves are actually going to be the key- literally,to the way we will surf securely the internet or mobile phones [See largeno.html @xoom -LB].So if you get an understanding,a deep understanding of elliptic curves,it's possible you might be able to crack credit card numbers,on the internet,when we're surfing with mobile phones,and maybe you'll win a little bit more than the million that Clay put on offer! (Quentin laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : I think the other three equations that we haven't mentioned out of the unsolved ones are "the P versus NP problem","the Hodge conjecture",and "the Navier Stokes equation".If one of these were solved...I mean yes,huge kudos for the individual mathematician concerned,but is it really going to change the world? 

Marcus De Sotoi : I think the "P versus NP" is a very significant problem and its solution will have great repercussions,again for example in cryptography.P versus NP is about computer programs,and whether,if you can find a computer program which is NP which is slightly slower,whether that means there must be a computer program which is P,which is very fast,and for example,we know that we can crack codes using an NP program,but does that actually mean there might exist out there,the possibility to find a program which is very fast,and then suddenly all today's secrets,will become tomorrow's public property. [SETEC ASTRONOMY -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Are either of you going to be looking at any of these seven yourself? 

Michael Atea : Er....I think I'll leave it to the younger people! But could I just say a word about the "Navier Stokes equations" since you mentioned them? 

Quentin Cooper : Please. 

Michael Atea : They I think are important,from a practical point of view.These are the equations that govern the motion of fluids,water and air and so on.They've been around...the equations have been around for over 100 years,and they are equations which,in the framework of calculus,in principle,enable you to predict what's going to happen to a body of water or air,when you know what it's starting positions are,and of course it's the basis of all calculations done which help you to fly an aeroplane,or to sail your ship,and they're very,very important. But what's actually the problem to be solved for this Clay's prize is that nobody has shown yet that if you start off with the initial positions of the fluid,and you watch for all time,that something catastrophic doesn't happen.If something catastrophic happens, then you know, we're in for trouble.Mathematically people hope that you can....whatever the initial starting point is,you can follow the development of the fluid,and it will always remain well-behaved. 

Quentin Cooper : Finally a question for you both,a small side-bet,not for the million dollars,but how long do you think it will be,if not any time at all,before any of these are solved? 

Michael Atea : Well since I'm the younger of the two,could I stick my neck out, because I might not be here for the answer!? (Quentin laughs) think I would be surprised if within ten years we didn't see the solution of at least one or two.But which one or two I wouldn't like to risk.On the other hand I think I would be surprised if let's say all of them were solved within 30- 40 years.I think think one or two will persist perhaps even until the next century.But we might get a couple solved within a decade and different candidates,different people will have different theories about which can be solved first. 

Quentin Cooper : Right we've had "young" Sir Michael's theory,what about "old" Marcus's? (laughter) 

Marcus De Sotoi : Yes I think it's very unpredictable when breakthroughs can come,but I fear quite a few of these,the million dollars is going to be quite a small amount by the time they're solved,in real terms! 

Quentin Cooper : Dr Marcus Sotoi and Sir Michael Atea,thanks a million.Einstein said,"An equation is something for eternity",but if you do manage to come up with a solution before then, pop it in an Email marked "Who wants to be a mathematician" and send it to material.world@bbc.co.uk.Next week to cite Rod Stewart again [Quentin exploited the awful pun"We are saline" in the salt segment -LB],"if you want my body and you think I'm sexy,come on sugar let me know",but the question,particularly from those who know me well is "Why?",why do we have sex,why do we need sex,why is sex seen to be essential to evolution given that some creatures,notably the rather attractive Bdelloid Rotifer,get by perfectly well without it? Celibate on the syllabus in next Thursday's Material World. 
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